How do I find research as a JHU undergrad?

Before searching for opportunities, it is important to define possible topics or areas of interest. It is best to be specific but also flexible towards other options. Compile a list topics and related faculty to keep track of your inquiries.

Begin writing professors personal emails with a formal introduction, demonstration of your interest, and a request for an appointment to meet. We recommend following up regularly with faculty whose research interests you via email.

Make a great first impression by bringing a resume and dressing appropriately. Topics to discuss include personal interests or goals, time commitment, and resource availability. Be prepared to discuss current projects of the group.
The Hopkins Office for Undergraduate Research (HOUR) supports Hopkins students and mentors interested in participating in undergraduate research, scholarship or creative activities.

The Student Seminar Series provides Hopkins undergraduates the opportunity to present their research, projects or experiences in any discipline within a specified topic followed by a panel Q & A session.

DREAMS provides the perfect venue to celebrate and share projects with the Hopkins community, family and friends. DREAMS takes place every spring on the first Friday of the Homewood Alumni Weekend.

ForagerOne is a platform recently adopted by Hopkins to make student involvement in research simple and efficient, allowing students and faculty to connect across all university divisions or departments like never before.

Visit our website: https://research.jhu.edu/HOUR

Tips for finding research
Funding opportunities
Upcoming events
Various resources

hour@jhu.edu | 410-516-2324